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ABSTRACT
Context. The EXTraS project to explore the X-ray Transient and variable Sky searches for coherent signals in the X-ray archival data
of XMM-Newton.
Aims. XMM-Newton performed more than 400 pointed observations in the region of the Large Magellanic Cloud (LMC). We in-
spected the results of the EXTraS period search to systematically look for new X-ray pulsators in our neighbour galaxy.
Methods. We analysed the XMM-Newton observations of two sources from the 3XMM catalogue which show significant signals for
coherent pulsations.
Results. 3XMM J051259.8-682640 was detected as source with hard X-ray spectrum in two XMM-Newton observations, revealing
a periodic modulation of the X-ray flux with 956 s. As optical counterpart we identify an early-type star with Hα emission. The
OGLE I-band light curve exhibits a regular pattern with three brightness dips which mark a period of ∼1350 d. The X-ray spectrum
of 3XMM J051034.6-670353 is dominated by a super-soft blackbody-like emission component (kT ∼ 70 eV) which is modulated by
nearly 100% with a period of ∼1418 s. From GROND observations we suggest a star with r’ = 20.9 mag as possible counterpart of
the X-ray source.
Conclusions. 3XMM J051259.8-682640 is confirmed as a new Be/X-ray binary pulsar in the LMC. We discuss the long-term optical
period as likely orbital period which would be the longest known from a high-mass X-ray binary. The spectral and temporal properties
of the super-soft source 3XMM J051034.6-670353 are very similar to those of RX J0806.3+1527 and RX J1914.4+2456 suggesting
that it belongs to the class of double-degenerate polars and is located in our Galaxy rather than in the LMC.
Key words. galaxies: individual: Large Magellanic Cloud – galaxies: stellar content – stars: binaries: close – stars: cataclysmic
variables – stars: emission-line, Be – stars: neutron – X-rays: binaries
1. Introduction
One of the aims of the EXTraS (Exploring the X-ray Tran-
sient and variable Sky) project is to search systematically for
coherent X-ray pulsations in the data obtained by the XMM-
Newton European Photon Imaging Cameras (EPIC), including
pn (Strüder et al. 2001) and MOS type (Turner et al. 2001) CCD
detectors. Selected from the XMM-Newton EPIC Serendipitous
Source Catalogue (3XMM, Rosen et al. 2016), the X-ray sources
span six orders of magnitude in flux (10−9 to 10−15 erg cm−2 s−1
in the 0.2–12 keV energy band). For further information about
the EXTraS project, which also covers other aspects of character-
ising the temporal properties of the XMM-Newton sources, see
De Luca et al. (2016) or the project web site1. The results from
the EXTraS project including analysis software will be made
public after the end of the project.
1 http://www.extras-fp7.eu
One of the first results from the EXTraS project was the dis-
covery of a 1.2 s modulation in the X-ray flux of a source lo-
cated in an external spiral arm of our neighbour galaxy M 31
(Esposito et al. 2016). The source, 3XMM J004301.4+413017,
is the first accreting neutron star found in M 31 in which the spin
period has been detected (see also Zolotukhin et al. 2016). Many
XMM-Newton observations covered the source which revealed
an orbital modulation at 1.27 d and made it possible to study the
long-term properties of the source.
Inspired by the work on the X-ray pulsar in M 31, we in-
spected the EXTraS results of the automated period search
from all currently available archival XMM-Newton observations
(more than 400) in the direction of the Large Magellanic Cloud
(LMC) to identify sources with hitherto unknown X-ray pulse
periods.
A number of high-mass X-ray binary (HMXB) pulsars
are known in this galaxy (for a recent compilation see
Antoniou & Zezas 2016) with several recent discoveries based
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Table 1. XMM-Newton observations of 3XMM J051259.8−682640 and 3XMM J051034.6−670353.
Observation Start time Exp. Off-axis R.A. (DR6) Dec. (DR6) R.A. (SAS15) Dec. (SAS15) Err
ID angle (J2000) (J2000)
(s) (′) (h m s) (◦ ′ ′′) (h m s) (◦ ′ ′′) (′′)
3XMM J051259.8−682640
0690742301 2012-08-06 23:49 23407 16.7 05 13 00.03 -68 26 38.6 05 13 00.30 -68 26 39.2 1.4
0690742601 2012-08-12 23:27 24421 7.4 05 12 59.76 -68 26 41.2 05 13 00.07 -68 26 38.4 0.5
3XMM J051034.6−670353
0741800201 2014-05-17 02:36 31227 10.6 05 10 34.78 -67 03 54.2 05 10 34.66 -67 03 55.0 0.4
0741800301 2014-06-08 04:53 20407 10.8 05 10 34.51 -67 03 52.5 05 10 34.62 -67 03 54.1 0.5
Notes. Parameters are given for the EPIC pn instrument. Source coordinates are taken from the 3XMM-DR6 catalogue (Rosen et al. 2016) and
were also determined in this work using SAS 15. A bore-sight correction using three QSOs was applied to the coordinates determined with SAS 15
for observation 0741800301 (see Sect. 3.2.2). 3XMM J051259.8−682640 was not covered by MOS1 during observation 0690742601 and neither
by MOS1 nor MOS2 during observation 0690742301. Similarly, 3XMM J051034.6−670353 was not covered by MOS1 in both observations. For
our spectral and temporal analysis of 3XMM J051034.6−670353 we do not consider the MOS data due to the low efficiency in the soft band.
on the XMM-Newton survey of a ∼10 square degree area
covering the central part of the LMC (Maggi et al. 2013;
Vasilopoulos et al. 2013, 2014, 2016). As of today, pulse periods
from 17 HMXBs in the LMC were published with periods be-
tween 0.069 s and 2567 s, with the bulk between 10 s and 300 s.
HMXBs are binary systems composed of a compact object and
an early-type star. In a sub-group of HMXBs, the Be/X-ray bi-
naries (BeXRBs, e.g. Reig 2011), the compact object (typically
a neutron star) is accreting matter from the equatorial decretion
disc surrounding a Be star (Okazaki 2001; Ziolkowski 2002).
Pulsations detected in the X-ray flux from these systems indi-
cate the spin period of the neutron star.
The LMC is also well known for its super-soft X-ray sources
(SSSs), which form a quite heterogeneous class of objects
(Greiner 1996; Kahabka et al. 2008). Many SSSs are luminous
(∼1036 to ∼1038 erg s−1) and have soft blackbody-like X-ray
spectra with kT ∼ 20 − 80 eV and can be detected in external
galaxies. They can be explained by stable nuclear burning white
dwarfs (WDs) accreting H-rich matter from a companion star
(van den Heuvel et al. 1992). In M 31, optical novae constitute
the major class of SSSs (Pietsch et al. 2006; Henze et al. 2014).
Pulsations in the X-ray flux, suggesting the spin period of the
WD, were detected in several SSSs in M 31. The bright persis-
tent SSS XMMU J004252.5+411540 shows a periodic modula-
tion with a period of 217 s (Trudolyubov & Priedhorsky 2008) in
the X-ray emission which is most likely powered by steady burn-
ing of H-rich matter on the surface of the WD. Two other sources
are likely associated with optical novae in their SSS state:
XMMU J004319.4+411759 with a period of 865 s, which de-
creased significantly in flux (by a factor ∼8) between two XMM-
Newton observations about half a year apart (Osborne et al.
2001), and M31N 2007-12b, discovered in the optical during its
nova outburst and detected by XMM-Newton in its SSS state,
showing 1110 s pulsations (Pietsch et al. 2011). The luminosity
of M31N 2007-12b during maximum was around the Eddington
limit of a massive WD and dropped by ∼30% in an observation
60 d after outburst. The size of the photo-sphere with a radius
of about 6000 km is consistent with emission from the full WD
surface.
Soft blackbody-like emission is also observed from mag-
netic cataclysmic variables like AM Her type systems (po-
lars, Cropper 1990) or soft intermediate polars (Haberl & Motch
1995; Burwitz et al. 1996; Anzolin et al. 2008). While in polars
the rotation of the highly magnetised WD is synchronous with
the orbital revolution (typical periods longer than 1 hour), the
rotation period of WDs in intermediate polars can be as short
as one thousands of the orbital period with typical spin peri-
ods of a few hundred seconds (Kuulkers et al. 2006). Double-
degenerate binaries, i.e. systems hosting two interacting WDs,
can have orbital periods as short as a few minutes. Such a frame-
work is discussed for RX J1914.4+2456 (Cropper et al. 1998)
and RX J0806.3+1527 (Esposito et al. 2014).
In this paper, we present the discovery of X-ray pulsa-
tions from two sources located in the direction of the LMC, in
the context of the EXTraS project. 3XMM J051259.8−682640
is a known candidate for a BeXRB from positional coinci-
dence but no pulse period was detected yet. Apart from a
possible detection with ROSAT, nothing was known about
3XMM J051034.6−670353. In Sect. 2 we describe the X-ray ob-
servations and the analysis methods and in Sect. 3 the results
from our temporal and spectral analyses. We discuss our results
in Sect. 4.
2. XMM-Newton observations and analysis
From the inspection of the EXTraS results we found two sources
from the 3XMM-DR6 catalogue (Rosen et al. 2016) located
in the direction of the LMC which show significant (close
to or above the 3.5σ confidence threshold) pulsations. The
first, 3XMM J051259.8−682640, was observed twice by XMM-
Newton in August 2012 within six days (see Table 1), unfor-
tunately covered only by part of the instruments because of
the large off-axis angle in observation 0690742301 and miss-
ing CCDs. The second source, 3XMM J051034.6−670353, was
observed in May and June 2014.
We re-processed the EPIC data using XMM-Newton SAS
15.0.02 to create event lists using the most recent software and
calibration files. In particular, SAS 15 includes a correction of
the conversion between celestial and detector coordinate sys-
tems3 while the 3XMM catalogue contains source positions de-
termined with older SAS versions (up-to-date at the time of the
observation). We extracted the events to produce spectra and
light curves from circular regions around the source positions
and nearby blank-sky areas. Single- and double-pixel events
2 Science Analysis Software (SAS), http://www.cosmos.esa.int/web/
xmm-newton/sas
3 http://www.cosmos.esa.int/web/xmm-newton/news-20160205
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(PATTERN 0−4) were selected from pn data while we used sin-
gles to quadruples (PATTERN 0−12) from MOS, in both cases
excluding bad CCD pixels and columns (FLAG 0). For the EPIC
spectra we removed times of increased flaring activity when the
background was above a threshold of 8 and 2.5 counts ks−1
arcmin−2 (7.0−15.0 keV band) for the EPIC-pn and EPIC-MOS
detectors, respectively. To avoid time gaps in the time series we
abstain from this technique in the production of light curves. In
particular the low energy bands are barely affected by the flares.
EPIC spectra were re-binned to have at least 20 counts per bin
and the SAS tasks arfgen and rmfgen were used to gener-
ate the corresponding detector response files. The X-ray spectra
were analysed with the spectral fitting package XSPEC 12.9.0o4
(Arnaud 1996). Errors are specified for 68% confidence, unless
otherwise stated.
3. Results
3.1. Temporal and spectral X-ray analysis
The EXTraS pipeline to detect periodic signals in power spec-
tra of time series from 3XMM sources is based on the al-
gorithm described in Israel & Stella (1996). The pipeline uses
archival event files selecting a standard energy band of 0.2 −
10 keV. After the identification of new candidate pulsators, we
performed a more detailed analysis of the sources using the re-
processed event files. To determine the most probable spin pe-
riod together with the 1σ uncertainty, we followed the Bayesian
approach as described by Gregory & Loredo (1996) and applied
by Haberl et al. (2008).
3.1.1. 3XMM J051259.8−682640
The power spectrum of 3XMM J051259.8−682640 revealed a
peak at a frequency near 10−3 Hz (Fig. 1). Using the EPIC-pn
data in the 0.2−10 keV band from observation 0690742601 we
determined the period to 956.2 ± 1.5 s. The folded light curve
in the full energy band of 0.2−10 keV exhibits a slightly skewed
sinusoidal profile (Fig. 2) with a pulsed fraction of 47% (un-
certainty of 6%, pulsed flux relative to the total). Dividing the
energies into two bands (0.2−1.5 keV and 1.5−10 keV) shows
now significant differences in the pulse profiles and pulsed frac-
tions compatible within the uncertainties (60% ± 8.5% and 46%
± 7.5%, respectively). For a more detailed analysis of the en-
ergy dependence of the pulse profile, data with higher statistical
quality are needed.
We modelled the EPIC spectra of
3XMM J051259.8−682640 with a simple power law, at-
tenuated by two photoelectric absorption components (model
phabs*vphabs*powerlaw in XSPEC). For the foreground
absorption in the Galaxy we assumed a column density of
NH,gal = 5.8×1020 cm−2 (Dickey & Lockman 1990) with solar
abundances according to Wilms et al. (2000) and a free column
density, NH,lmc, with abundances set to 0.5 solar accounting for
absorption by the interstellar medium of the LMC and local to
the source. This model provides acceptable fits to the spectra of
observation 0670742301 (pn) and 0670742601 (simultaneous
fit to pn and MOS2 with a normalisation factor - best fit value
1.06 - to allow for cross-calibration uncertainties, see Table 2).
The spectra with best-fit model from observation 0670742601
are presented in Fig. 3. There is evidence for a spectral change
between the two observations with a steeper spectrum during
4 Available at http://heasarc.gsfc.nasa.gov/xanadu/xspec/
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Fig. 1. Power spectrum for 3XMM J051259.8−682640 obtained from
EPIC pn data (observation 0690742601) produced by the EXTraS
project in the 0.2−10 keV band. The green line indicates the 3.5σ con-
fidence level.
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Fig. 2. EPIC pn light curves in different energy bands for
3XMM J051259.8−682640 folded at a period of 956.2 s (observation
0690742601).
the later observation. Confidence contours for NH,lmc and photon
index for the two observations are compared in Fig. 4.
3.1.2. 3XMM J051034.6−670353
The power spectra of 3XMM J051034.6−670353 revealed
highly significant peaks at a frequency of ∼7.1×10−4 Hz (Fig. 5).
Using the Bayesian technique, periods of 1417.4 ± 1.1 s and
1419.4 ± 1.2 s were derived for observations 0741800201 and
0741800301, respectively. The folded light curve (Fig. 6) ex-
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Fig. 3. EPIC pn and MOS2 spectra of 3XMM J051259.8−682640 from
observation 0690742601 together with the best fit model consisting of
an absorbed power law.
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Fig. 4. Confidence contours for the LMC part of the column den-
sity, NH,lmc, and the photon index for 3XMM J051259.8−682640.
The smaller contours are obtained from the second observation
(0690742601).
hibits a deep modulation with little flux for more than one third
of the period.
We modelled the EPIC spectra of
3XMM J051034.6−670353 with blackbody emission and a
free column density with solar abundances. To account for a
weak hard tail in the pn spectrum we added a bremsstrahlung
component attenuated by the same amount of absorption (model
phabs*(brems+bbody) in XSPEC). This component is not
well constrained and we fixed the temperature at 10 keV. With
this model, we fitted the spectra from the two observations
individually and also simultaneously assuming no change in
spectral shape, i.e. allowing only a constant factor between the
spectra. The EPIC pn spectra together with the simultaneous
best-fit model are shown in Fig. 7. The best-fit parameters
for both type of fits are listed in Table 2. During observation
0741800301 the observed flux was lower by about 15%, but
with consistent spectral parameters. This is consistent with the
results of the simultaneous fit with acceptable quality of the fit
for a constant factor of 0.84±0.10 (90% confidence). Given the
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Fig. 5. As Fig. 1: Power spectrum for 3XMM J051034.6−670353 de-
rived from observation 0741800201.
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Fig. 6. Background-subtracted EPIC pn light curve of
3XMM J051034.6−670353 (observation 0741800201) in the 0.2−2
keV band folded at the period of 1417.4 s.
higher statistical quality due to higher flux and longer exposure
time (31.2 ks vs. 18.2 ks after background flare screening)
we examine observation 0741800201 in the following. In the
0.2 − 10 keV band the observed flux of the bremsstrahlung
component accounts for 29% of the total, which decreases
to 12% when correcting for absorption, demonstrating the
dominance of the soft component. If we assume the source is
located in the LMC, at a distance of 50 kpc, the bolometric
luminosity of the blackbody component would be 1.05×1035
erg s−1, well below the range in which H-burning is expected to
be stable (Wolf et al. 2013). The blackbody luminosity depends
somewhat on the temperature and absorption derived from the
spectral fit, but should be at most a factor of ∼2 higher than the
best-fit value (see Fig. 8). In addition the radius of the emitting
area of 180 km would be much smaller than the size of a WD.
On the other hand, the X-ray luminosity would be too high to be
explained by a magnetic cataclysmic variable in the LMC. If we
assume the source to be located in the Milky Way, luminosity
and radius of the emitting area are correspondingly smaller (e.g.
for distances of 1 to 5 kpc: Lbol = 4.2×1031 to 1.05×1033 erg s−1
and r = 3.6 to 18 km).
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Table 2. Spectral fit results.
Observation Photon kTbb NH χ2r dof Fobserveda La,b dc
ID index
(eV) (1021 cm−2) (erg cm−2 s−1) (erg s−1) (kpc)
3XMM J051259.8−682640
0690742301 0.8 ± 0.5 − 0.58d / <7.0 0.74 10 1.4 × 10−13 4.1 × 1034 50
0690742601 1.7 ± 0.4 − 0.58d / 5.1+4.4
−2.9 0.92 18 7.5 × 10
−14 3.2 × 1034 50
3XMM J051034.6−670353
0741800201 − 69 ± 7 0.61+0.29
−0.23 0.80 33 9.2 × 10
−14 7.5 × 1032 5
0741800301 − 78 ± 12 <0.44 1.14 19 7.9 × 10−14 3.3 × 1032 5
both − 72 ± 6 0.45+0.20
−0.16 1.00 55 (9.2/7.7)× 10−14 (5.9/5.0)× 1032 5
Notes. Errors indicate 90% confidence ranges. (a) 0.2 − 10 keV. (b) Source intrinsic luminosity corrected for absorption. (c) Assuming
3XMM J051259.8−682640 is located in the LMC (Pietrzyn´ski et al. 2013) while the distance to 3XMM J051034.6−670353 is not known. (d) Fore-
ground absorption in the Galaxy, fixed in the fit.
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Fig. 7. EPIC pn spectra of 3XMM J051034.6−670353 (observation
0741800201 in black, 0741800301 in red) together with the best fit
model (full lines) consisting of absorbed blackbody and bremsstrahlung
emission (dotted lines, dominating at low and high energies, respec-
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3.2. X-ray position and optical identification
X-ray coordinates of our two sources provided by the 3XMM-
DR6 catalogue are listed in Table 1. For comparison, we per-
formed source detection using SAS 15 following the standard
procedures described in Sturm et al. (2013). The resulting posi-
tions differ by up to 3.7′′, considerably larger than the statistical
errors and indicating dominant systematic errors.
3.2.1. 3XMM J051259.8−682640
The position of 3XMM J051259.8−682640 in the 3XMM-
DR6 catalogue (combining the two detections) is given as RA
(J2000)=05h12m59s.81 and Dec (J2000)=−68◦26′40′′.7 with an
uncertainty of ∼0.7′′. This is ∼3′′ from likely counterparts found
in optical catalogues. Therefore, we considered only the EPIC
data from observation 060742601 for our source detection with
SAS 15. During this observation the source was closer to the
optical axes of the telescopes, providing a factor of two more
net counts at better spatial resolution as compared to the other
observation. This X-ray position (Table 1) is within 0.55′′ of
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Fig. 8. Confidence contours for blackbody temperature and absorp-
tion column density derived from the EPIC pn spectrum of observation
0741800201, together with lines (dotted) of constant X-ray luminosity
(0.1-2.4 keV, corrected for absorption). Luminosities are given in units
of 1032 erg s−1 for an assumed distance of 5 kpc or 1034 erg s−1 for a
source located in the LMC at 50 kpc.
2MASS05125997−6826382 with J=14.23 mag, H=14.00 mag
and K=13.72 mag. This star is also listed in the MCPS catalogue
of Zaritsky et al. (2004) with U=13.883 mag, B=14.874 mag and
V=14.740 mag, resulting in the reddening-free Q parameter (Q
= U−B−0.72×(B−V)) of -1.087 mag which together with op-
tical brightness and colours is very typical for a BeXRB sys-
tem (Haberl & Sturm 2016). Moreover, the star is known as Hα
emission line star, [BE74] 226 (Bohannan & Epps 1974), fur-
ther supporting the identification of 3XMM J051259.8−682640
as BeXRB.
3.2.2. 3XMM J051034.6−670353
The soft X-ray source 3XMM J051034.6−670353 was detected
in both XMM-Newton observations, which covered the source.
The combined position in the 3XMM-DR6 catalogue is given
with RA (J2000)=05h10m34s.64 and Dec (J2000)=−67◦03′53.3′′
(error ∼0.74′′).
A marginal ROSAT PSPC detection (existence likelihood
13.3) of a weak source with (5.7 ± 4.0)×10−3 cts s−1 was found
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in the LMC catalogue of Haberl & Pietsch (1999, entry 470).
The angular distance of 5.3′′ is well within the positional uncer-
tainty of 38′′ of the PSPC detection. The PSPC observation was
performed between 1992-02-05 and 1992-04-28. Using the spec-
tral model parameters derived from the EPIC pn spectrum (see
below) an expected PSPC count rate of 5.8×10−3 cts s−1 was es-
timated. Considering the relatively large error on the count rate
of the PSPC detection this allows at most changes in flux by a
factor of 3.5 (increase) or 1.7 (decrease) in 22 years, suggesting
a relatively stable source flux on long time scales.
Within 3′′ of the 3XMM-DR6 position, only one star with
V ∼ 21 is listed in the Magellanic Clouds Photometric Sur-
vey (MCPS, Zaritsky et al. 2004, angular separation 2.3′′) and
the OGLE catalogue (Udalski et al. 2000, 2.6′′). With B=21.11,
V=20.81 and I=20.20 (MCPS) this object is relatively red.
To obtain deeper images of the area around
3XMM J051034.6−670353, we performed observations
with the Gamma-ray Burst Optical Near-ir Detector (GROND,
Greiner et al. 2008) at the MPG 2.2 m telescope in La Silla,
Chile on 2016 August 4. 2160 s of integration time were
obtained for the g’ , r’ , i’ , and z’ and 1800 s for the J, H,
and K bands. We analysed the data with the standard tools
and methods described in Krühler et al. (2008). Photometric
calibration for the g’ , r’ , i’ , and z’ filter bands was obtained
from an observation of an SDSS (Sloan Digital Sky Survey)
standard star field. The J, H, and K photometry was calibrated
using selected 2MASS stars (Skrutskie et al. 2006). We derived
the AB magnitudes (without correction for foreground redden-
ing) for the three brightest objects near the X-ray position of
3XMM J051034.6−670353 (see Fig. 9) and list them in Table3.
In Fig. 9 we also show for comparison the SDSS magnitudes
(data release 7, Abazajian et al. 2009) for the double degenerate
system RX J0806.3+1527 and for the soft intermediate polar
PQ Gem.
The position of the MCPS star (RA=05h10m34s.94 and
Dec=−67◦03′54.7′′) is consistent with “Star 2”. The GROND
colours are also consistent with a red object. Among the three
stars only “Star 1” shows a blue spectral energy distribution in
the GROND filters which resembles that of RX J0806.3+1527,
although not as steep as that of the likely double degenerate
system. The DR6 and SAS 15 X-ray positions derived from ob-
servation 0741800201 are both compatible with “Star 1” being
the optical counterpart, while “Star 3” is probably too far away
(Fig. 9). The coordinates derived from observation 0741800301
(DR6 and SAS 15) are 2−3′′ away from “Star 1” and are not
compatible with those from observation 0741800201. Therefore,
we inspected the EPIC images and our SAS 15 source detection
lists to identify potential QSOs which can be used as reference
system for astro-metric alignment. Using Vizier5 we found three
QSOs which all show a systematic shift between optical and
X-ray positions derived from observation 0741800301 (average
+0.18 s in R.A. and +2.1′′ in Dec.). This correction is applied
to the coordinates given in Table 1. For observation 0741800201
the shifts are negligible with respect to the statistical errors and
no correction was applied. From positional coincidence, we con-
sider “Star 1” as the most likely counterpart of the X-ray source.
3.3. OGLE data
The regions around both of our X-ray sources were monitored
regularly in the I- and V-band during phases III and IV of the Op-
tical Gravitational Lensing Experiment (OGLE; Udalski et al.
5 http://vizier.u-strasbg.fr/viz-bin/VizieR
Fig. 9. GROND r’ band image of the region around
3XMM J051034.6−670353 obtained on August 4, 2016 with an
exposure time of 2160 s. For each of the two XMM-Newton observa-
tions the X-ray positions as provided in the 3XMM-DR6 catalogue
(yellow circles) and from our source detection with SAS 15 (red circles)
are marked. The green circle is centered on the position we derived
(SAS 15) from observation 0741800301 after astro-metric alignment
using three QSOs. For the other observation no astro-metric correction
was required. Positional errors (1σ) listed in Table1 are used for the
circle radii. For the three brightest objects closest to the X-ray positions
(labelled Star 1, 2 and 3 counter clock wise with increasing distance)
photometry was conducted in the seven GROND bands.
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Fig. 10. GROND photometry for the three brightest stars (see Fig. 9)
near the X-ray position of 3XMM J051034.6−670353. The black sym-
bols indicate upper limits (the same for all stars with non-detections).
The SDSS magnitudes for RX J0806.3+1527 and PQ Gem (shifted by 7
magnitudes) are also plotted.
2008, 2015). Images were taken in both V and I filter bands,
while photometric magnitudes are calibrated to the standard VI
system. The optical counterpart of 3XMM J051259.8−682640
and “Star 2” in the error circle of 3XMM J051034.6−670353
were covered by OGLE III and IV, while “Star 1” unfortunately
was located just outside of the CCD frame during phase IV.
3.3.1. 3XMM J051259.8−682640
From the optical counterpart of 3XMM J051259.8−682640 al-
most 15 years of OGLE I-band data are available (see Fig. 11).
The light curve exhibits a remarkable pattern with three deep
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Table 3. GROND photometry of stars near 3XMM J051034.6−670353.
Star g’ r’ i’ z’ J H K
(mag) (mag) (mag) (mag) (mag) (mag) (mag)
1 21.30 ± 0.01 21.33 ± 0.02 21.37 ± 0.04 21.48 ± 0.06 >21.48 > 21.12 > 20.39
2 20.97 ± 0.03 20.88 ± 0.01 20.82 ± 0.02 20.75 ± 0.03 20.54 ± 0.13 20.39 ± 0.18 > 20.39
3 21.74 ± 0.02 21.61 ± 0.03 21.80 ± 0.06 21.72 ± 0.09 > 21.48 > 21.12 > 20.39
intensity dips which are equally spaced by about 1350 d and
∼100 d wide. The first of the dips was preceded by an increase
in brightness by ∼0.1 mag in the I-band followed by a decrease
by ∼0.25 mag. While the next two dips occurred without bright-
ening, they reached about the same minimum of 14.8 mag, in
comparison to the level of ∼14.6 mag before the dips. After re-
covery from the last dip, the brightness reached only a level of
14.65 mag and no fourth dip is seen at the expected time.
OGLE V-band observations provided a less frequent cover-
age of the BeXRB system as compared to the I-band. To com-
pute the I−V colour index we directly used I- and V-band values
when available from the same night. Additionally, if I-band mag-
nitudes were obtained less than four days before and after the
V-band measurements, we interpolated the I-band magnitudes.
The colour index I−V is shown as function of the I magnitude in
Fig. 12. Data taken around the intensity dips are marked in red
in Figs. 11 and 12.
3.3.2. 3XMM J051034.6−670353
The OGLE I-band light curves of “Star 1” and “Star 2” are pre-
sented in Fig. 13. The brightness of both stars is constant on time
scales of years, but shows some scatter (2 mag and 1.2 mag for
star 1 and 2 respectively) around the average that is larger than
the typical error bar drawn in the figure.
4. Discussion
From a systematic search for periodic variations in the X-ray
flux of sources in the 3XMM catalogue within the EXTraS pro-
gramme, we discovered two pulsators in the direction of the
LMC.
4.1. 3XMM J051259.8−682640
The first pulsar, 3XMM J051259.8−682640, is characterised by
a period of 956 s and a power-law X-ray spectrum. It can clearly
be identified as new BeXRB pulsar in the LMC, making it the
18th high-mass X-ray binary pulsar in our neighbour galaxy. We
identify the optical counterpart as an Hα emission line star with
brightness and colours typically found for BeXRBs in the Mag-
ellanic Clouds. The OGLE I-band light curve spans almost 15
years of data and shows three remarkable dips which are equally
spaced by about 1350 d (Fig. 11). The regular occurrence of the
three dips might indicate the orbital period of the binary system
with the dips caused by interaction of the neutron star with the
circum-stellar disk when the neutron star approaches the Be star
in an eccentric orbit. Between the dips, the optical brightness
steadily increases, which in this picture can be explained by a
recreation of the disk when the neutron star retreats. The recre-
ation might not always be complete as the missing dip (which
should have occurred around mid March 2016) and the some-
what lower brightness level after the last dip suggest. An or-
bital period of 1350 d would be by far the longest known from
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Fig. 12. OGLE colour (I−V) magnitude (I) diagram. Red crosses mark
data points during the intensity dips as shown in Fig. 11.
an HMXB (for the Galaxy see Liu et al. 2006), with several of
the longest orbital periods reported for the Small Magellanic
Cloud (SMC) of around 400 d (Haberl & Sturm 2016). Only
for CXOU J010744.51-722741.7 (= Swift J010745.0-722740) a
similar period of 1180 d, determined from recurring outbursts
seen in the OGLE light curve, was suggested as orbital period
(Maggi et al. 2014). Alternatively, the long period is more typi-
cal for a super-orbital period. These long-term periods, which are
seen in most SMC BeXRBs, are likely caused by the formation
and depletion of the circum-stellar disk (Rajoelimanana et al.
2011). However, the long-term variations seen in MACHO and
OGLE data are more sinusoidal and do not exhibit the deep and
sharp brightness dips seen from 3XMM J051259.8−682640.
During the brightness variations, the OGLE photometric
data taken nearly simultaneously in the V and I bands show
that the optical emission from the system becomes redder
when increasing in brightness, similar to what is observed from
other BeXRBs in the Magellanic Clouds (e.g. Vasilopoulos et al.
2014; Coe et al. 2012). The majority of BeXRBs with optical
brightness variations in the SMC shows this behaviour with
only four to five out of 31 becoming bluer with increasing
brightness (Rajoelimanana et al. 2011). To explain this, these au-
thors suggest a geometrical viewing effect. The build-up of the
circum-stellar disk leads to an overall reddening of the com-
bined rising star/disk emission when the disk is viewed face-
on, and a reddening when more of the (hotter) star is obscured
(decreasing brightness) when the system is seen edge-on. The
colour evolution, bluest during the dips and redder with in-
creasing brightness after the dips, is consistent with disruption
or truncation (Okazaki & Negueruela 2001) and re-formation
of the disk. By chance the two XMM-Newton observations of
3XMM J051259.8−682640 were performed during the last dip
seen in the I-band light curve. The X-ray detection at a lumi-
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Fig. 11. OGLE I-band light curve of 3XMM J051259.8−682640 between October 2001 and April 2016. The vertical solid lines mark the minima
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Fig. 13. OGLE light curves of the two candidate counterparts for 3XMM J051034.6−670353 since October 2001. The symbols in red indicate
typical error bars with 50% of the data points have errors smaller than the boxes, while the emerging error bars enclose 75% of the errors.
nosity level of 4×1034 erg s−1 during the optical minimum is at
least consistent with the picture described above. Unfortunately,
no sensitive observations were performed at other phases of the
optical light curve. Upper limits from pointed ROSAT PSPC ob-
servations (assuming the spectral models derived from the EPIC
pn spectra) are at a similar, or higher flux level as the XMM-
Newton detections.
4.2. 3XMM J051034.6−670353
In contrast, 3XMM J051034.6−670353 shows a very soft X-ray
spectrum which can be well modelled by absorbed blackbody
emission and a weak hard emission component. The derived
temperature of kT ∼ 70 eV is typical for soft emission seen from
SSSs. In particular the LMC is well-known for its SSSs of vari-
ous types (Kahabka et al. 2008). However, the derived luminos-
ity for an LMC distance is on one hand too low to be explained
by steady H-burning on the surface of a WD (Wolf et al. 2013)
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and on the other hand too high to originate from a magnetic
cataclysmic variable (e.g. Brunschweiger et al. 2009). Located
closer within the Galaxy, the reduced X-ray luminosity would be
well within the range of luminosities observed from cataclysmic
variables and the small emission area is then consistent with that
of a small fraction of the WD surface heated around the accreting
poles.
The pulse profile of 3XMM J051034.6−670353 is remi-
niscent to those of cataclysmic variables of type polar (AM
Her) or intermediate polar (e.g. Haberl & Motch 1995). While
a pulse period of 1418 s is too short for a classical po-
lar (with much longer synchronised WD-spin / orbital pe-
riod), it could be explained by the orbital period of an AM
CVn system. In particular, the folded X-ray light curve of
3XMM J051034.6−670353 shows little or no flux for about
one third of the pulse period, very similar to RX J0806.3+1527
and RX J1914.4+2456 which are both discussed as double-
degenerate polars. Esposito et al. (2014) estimate a distance of
0.9 kpc to RX J0806.3+1527 and report an unabsorbed X-ray
flux of 1.5×10−12 erg cm−2 s−1, which is about a factor of 8
higher than we see from 3XMM J051034.6−670353. Assum-
ing that both sources have similar X-ray luminosity would place
3XMM J051034.6−670353at a distance of∼2.5 kpc, well within
the old stellar population of the thick disk of the Milky Way
(Bensby & Feltzing 2010).
A GROND observation of the field around
3XMM J051034.6−670353 revealed a possible counterpart
(“Star 1” in Fig. 9) which is the closest of three r’ = 20.9 to
21.6 mag objects to the X-ray positions derived from the two
XMM-Newton observations. The SED of “Star 1” in the optical
GROND filter bands resembles that of RX J0806.3+1527,
although less steep.
Two main groups of models were proposed to explain
the X-ray emission from double-degenerate polars. Accre-
tion models which invoke mass transfer from a Roche-lobe
filling WD predict a widening of the orbit, in contradic-
tion to the observed decreases in orbital period from both
RX J0806.3+1527 and RX J1914.4+2456 (see Esposito et al.
2014, and references therein). Alternatively, the “unipolar in-
ductor” model, with a secondary WD that does not fill its
Roche lobe and non-synchronous rotation of the primary, has
difficulties to provide enough energy by magnetic interactions
to explain the observed X-ray luminosities (equation 25 in
Lai 2012). Given the strong dependence of the dissipation ef-
ficiency on the orbital period with Ldiss ∝ P−13/3, the max-
imum luminosity for 3XMM J051034.6−670353 is expected
to be ∼1000 times smaller than that of RX J0806.3+1527.
This would require that 3XMM J051034.6−670353 is much
closer than RX J0806.3+1527 at ∼100 pc. This is inconsis-
tent with the faintness of the optical counterpart (I ∼ 20
mag or fainter). From the information we currently have,
we conclude that 3XMM J051034.6−670353 is more likely
powered by accretion. However, to further address this, we
need to measure the orbital evolution of the binary system.
Whether 3XMM J051034.6−670353 indeed belongs to the class
of double-degenerate systems with two interacting WDs, or to
the soft intermediate polars, requires deep optical observations
to search for a second period longer than 1418 s. Orbital periods
exceeding three hours are expected for soft intermediate polars
(see Table 4) and if found, would identify the 1418 s modulation
as spin period of the white dwarf.
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